“On the Road” weekly update #1; June 5

The riders dipping their back tires into the Pacific Ocean in Seattle, Washington.

Over the next week, the riders began getting into the rhythm of biking: wake up
at 5am, breakfast at 6, on the road by 7. Evergreen forests provided shade for
the first couple days of the trip as the riders made their way up and over the
Cascade mountains, but after that, the sun became a constant companion. The
riders are quickly learning to appreciate the gifts of Gatorade, shade trees and
the occasional lake or river to cool off in at the end of the day.

Micah Buckwalter, Denver Beck, Mirium Huebner and Liz Miller on a bike path in Seattle.

Kickoff event: Seattle Panel
60 participants gathered on zoom on Sunday, May 30 for a conversation on
“Moving the story on climate change: our obligation to respond.” The five
panelists at the event spoke on the importance of story-telling in the climate
movement. Here’s what they said:
Greta Lapp Klassen (rider, English major at Goshen College): “I think
(English) often gets discounted as a frivolous, pointless study, but the reason
I’ve been drawn to it is that I’ve always felt intuitively that humans communicate
best through story… If we want to convince people and evoke emotions and
make real change on this issue, we can’t just throw statistics at people without
a moving story.”
Daniel Penner (senior video producer at Grist): “When Grist started… 40
percent of people thought climate change was happening. In the past 20 years
that’s changed, that number is closer to 75 percent. There is a lot more
awareness that this is an issue that we need to solve. Grist has shifted more to
solutions, to social justice issues.”
Kate Yoder, (associate editor at Grist): “It’s important to avoid talking about
things as a fight or a battle, or a political win, and talk about why it’s actually
important to people’s lives.”
Elaine Hickman (member of Seattle Mennonite Church): “There has been
a lot of direct action here (in Seattle) that inspires me… It seems that
indigenous people are getting more acknowledgement and victories. I’m
hopeful that they will be given their rightful place as leaders because we
desperately need their leadership.”
Caleb Schrock-Hurst (rider, student at Eastern Mennonite Seminary): “(On
the Climate Ride) we have some really, really excellent athletes… and then
there are people like Greta and myself who have not done anything of the sort,
but I think that ties nicely to climate as well. This is something that we need to
bring everyone along on, people who have a lot of experience and people who
are new to the party.”
Missed the Seattle townhall? Watch the video here!

Liz Miller: "This past week of riding, the connectedness I’ve experienced has
extended far past my own body and this small group of ours."
Mary Ann Conrad "It’s the people, along with the trees, who have made this trip a
blessing so far—first of all, the climate riders themselves, and second the people we
have met along the way."

Read the full reflections here.

Climate partner spotlight: Grist
Grist is a nonprofit media organization based in Seattle that works to spread
awareness about climate change and tell the stories of climate solutions.

After six days of biking, the climate riders crossed the border from Washington
to Idaho. On Tuesday, June 7, they will take their first rest day in Missoula,
Montana where they will meet with the Adventure Cycling Association and learn
about the organization's work promoting bike travel.
We're so excited for you to follow us on our journey across the United States!
See you in the next update!

To keep up with the rider's day-to-day experiences, follow CSCS
on social media! (#CSCSClimateRide)
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